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Hawks' Jason Collins coming through

By Ken Sugiura  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:01 p.m. Friday, January 7, 2011 

Jason Collins won't say how much weight he lost after last season. The Hawks center does acknowledge 

that it was a lot.

"Let's just say I went from a 44 to a 40 waist," said Collins, 7-foot and listed at 265 pounds, which looks 

considerably less wishful than it did last year.

Hawks coach Larry Drew puts it a different way. When Drew was named the team's head coach in June, 

about a month after the 2009-10 season ended, Collins attended the news conference.

"I thought he was his brother," Drew said, referring to Collins' slimmer identical twin Jarron. "I really did."

A lesser Jason Collins has been a boost for the Hawks, who begin a stretch of four home dates in their 

next five games Saturday night against Indiana. Particularly on defense, Collins' play has given Drew an 

option he didn't even consider at the beginning of the season -- starting Collins at center and moving Al 

Horford to power forward, his natural position, and Josh Smith from power forward to small forward.

"Especially against teams that have dominant low-post scorers, I know I can go out there and help our 

team by playing good, solid post defense and making [opposing centers] work," Collins said. "At the bare 

minimum, I've got six fouls."

Drew first started Collins for games against teams with powerful centers such as Orlando's Dwight 

Howard. However, the Hawks' strong run of late with Collins in the lineup -- they won four of the last five 

games that he started on their recent road trip, including a blowout over Utah on Wednesday -- has 

opened Drew to the idea of making that the de-facto lineup.

"What we accomplish with the big lineup, I think we accomplish more on both ends of the floor than we 

do with my regular lineup on both ends of the floor," Drew said.

While the big lineup gives Horford room to play his game -- his shooting percentage is 59.2 percent when 

Collins starts and 54.9 when he doesn't -- and also presents mismatches with Smith at small forward, 

Collins' play is undoubtedly a factor.

Drew first saw it in 2003-04 in his one season as an assistant at New Jersey when Collins started for the 

Nets. In particular, Drew liked his post defense and his intelligence.
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"I really thought he could be a big plus for us if we can get him back to sort of New Jersey form, that he 

could help this ballclub win some games," Drew said.

In Collins' case, he needed to literally re-gain that form. Drew met with him after his hiring, telling Collins 

he wanted to re-sign him and challenging him to get in shape and be ready to play. Whether his weight 

was the reason or the cause, Collins played just 24 games last season for then-coach Mike Woodson.

Over the summer, Collins ran the trails near his home in the Los Angeles hills and worked out with his 

twin. The hefty midsection that made him a target for jibes in the Hawks' locker room is gone.

"He came back [after the summer], and he seemed like he had a whole different attitude about him," 

Drew said.

Three games shy of the halfway point of the season, Collins already has played more games than last 

season (28 to 24) and almost three times as many minutes (340-114).

"It feels good to get out on the court," Collins said.
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